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snowcat, snow cat, 4 person snowmobile, Kristi brand Item number: 4529757821

Email to a friend

Bidding has ended for this item.  (tumbleweedterror is the winner).

List an item like this or buy a similar item below. 

  

Larger Picture

Winning bid: US $5,571.14   

Ended: Feb-27-05 17:16:46 PST

Start time: Feb-20-05 17:16:46 PST

History: 25 bids   (US $2,750.00 starting bid)

Winning bidder: tumbleweedterror  ( 148 )

Item location: Boulder, CO 
United States

Sells to: United States, Canada

Shipping: Buyer responsible for vehicle pick-up or 
shipping. Vehicle shipping quote is available.

 Shipping and payment details

Seller information

11snowmen  ( 1 )
Feedback Score: 1 
Positive Feedback: 100% 
Member since Nov-21-01 in United 
States

Read feedback comments
Add to Favorite Sellers
Ask seller a question
View seller's other items

 Buy with Confidence

 

Description (revised)

snowcat, snow cat, 4 person snowmobile, Kristi brand 
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The Serial number of the Kristi is 00087. The runing hours recorded is 46.5 hours. 
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 1969 Kristi brand snow cat with trailer. 4 person light utility snow cat for backcountry and/or ranch use. Engine and all 
other systems run well. Simple systems allow for easy driving and maintenance. Powered by 1200 cc air-cooled VW 
engine. 6-volt electrical system. Lightweight fiberglass body and wide tracks allow for use in deep snow conditions. 
Hydrolic system allows for leveling of the vehicle when crossing a slope. Improvements made in the last 3 years 
include: replacement of carburator by VW specialty shop; professional cleaning and relining of gas tank; replacement 
of gas lines and filter; new battery (December 2004); new rooftop muffler; addition of ski/snowboard rack; recent oil 
change and tune up (general engine tune up done December 2004). Current owner obtained vehicle 3 years ago. Trailer 
has functioning tilt system, electric breaks, and light system. Bidding starts at $2,750. Paypal payment only. Payment 
must be made within 3 days of winning auction. Buyer is responsible for pickup of vehicle in Boulder, Colorado within 
10 days of purchase. For serious questions regarding the vehicle, contact the seller at royleckonby@yahoo.com.  
 

Select a picture
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FREE Counters and Services from Andale  

 

Questions from other buyers

Q:  Your snowcat is great. I've been trying to pass it off as mine for several years now. It won't be the same at that 
intersection. I met one of your roommates...more answered on: Feb-23-05 

   A: Pete, I saw your pics and your bus looked pretty good pulling the snow cat. No I don't think your crazy I would have 
done the exact same thime. That...more

Q:  What size ball is appropriate for the trailer hitch & what style lighting plug? answered on: Feb-23-05 
   A: The ball I got a while ago but what I remember it is a standard ball. I believe that would make it a #2 ball. The trailor 
has electric brakes that run...more

Q:  What is the cruising speed and how does it handle on an icy lake. thanks kirk answered on: Feb-23-05 
   A: I do not have experience on ice but I imagine it would not have any problems. Top cruising speed, I'm not real sure 
but if I were to guess maybe 20mph...more

Q:  Ok, so a couple of questions: Is the hydralics in good condition? Whats the avalibility of replacement parts like? 
What kind of work does it need...more answered on: Feb-23-05 

   A: All systems are working welll. No major work needed.. Hydraulics are very simple even for me, who is by no means 
an expert on hydraulics. Hydraulics could...more

Q:  Are parts possible to find for it? I owned a Bombardier Bombi that parts where somewhat difficult to find. Thanks. answered on: Feb-23-05 
   A: Parts are out there, It just takes a little networking to find other people with Kristi kats. For example see this site 
http://kristisnowcat.com 
 
  View all 12 questions | Ask seller a question

Shipping and payment details
Services available 
Buyer responsible for vehicle pick-up or shipping. Vehicle shipping quote is available.

Will sell to United States, Canada.

Seller's payment instructions 
Payment (via paypal) must be recieved within 3 days of winning auction. Vehicle must be picked up within 10 days of purchase. 
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Seller assumes all responsibility for listing this item. 

Payment methods accepted

 
Other - See Payment Instructions for payment 
methods accepted

eBay recommended services
How to buy a vehicle on eBay Motors - tips and services for a successful transaction  
Make low monthly payments on this purchase with the eBay Financing Center.  
Free vehicle shipping quote. Safe and affordable shipping from DAS.  

Where to go next?

 Back to list of items    |  Printer friendly page   |   Safe Trading Tips     

Home    Browse    Sell    Enthusiasts    Search    Services    Help
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